
Henderson, NV – Hogue Knives® is pleased to announce the addition of the Trauma to their full line of precision 
cutting instruments. The Trauma has been designed to enhance your response effectiveness by delivering 
increased confidence in the tools you use. Engineered to satisfy the stringent needs of the first responder, this knife 
is equally suitable for all everyday carry needs.

The Trauma sports a .125” Bohler N680 steel blade that is designed to offer an impressive combination of 
toughness, wear and corrosion resistance. The 3.4” sheepsfoot or opposing bevel blades are stone washed or 
finished with black Cerakote®, and hand sharpened and honed to a keen edge. The blade is controlled by the 
ABLE locking mechanism which features smooth operation, a tough lock bar and Wolff wireform springs.

The Trauma’s lightweight exterior is manufactured from medium textured peel ply G10 offering a fine balance 
between additional grip without being overly aggressive. The frame houses a deployable strap cutter, an oxygen 
valve wrench and a carbide glass breaker. The utility tool is finished with a low profile, tip-up ambidextrous pocket 
clip and the inclusion of a MOLLE system compatible knife pouch. The knife is available in solid black or safety 
orange and sports an MSRP of $179.95 – 189.95.

Every Hogue knife is made in the USA and is backed by three generations of manufacturing expertise. For more 
information, please call Hogue directly at 1-800-438-4747 or visit www.hogueknives.com.



H O G U E  K N I V E S ’  F I R S T  R E S P O N S E  T O O L  
The ABLE lock driven Trauma has been engineered to satisfy the stringent needs of 
the first responder while still offering plenty of everyday carry options. A strap cutter 
rotates open to safely cut through fibrous materials with ease. A carbide glass 
breaker and included oxygen wrench complete the tool utility.
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BLADE COMPOSITION
Bohler N680 stainless steel (.125” thickness) 
cryogenically heat treated to a hardness of 57-59 HRC.
Available in sheepsfoot or opposing bevel blade styles,
hand honed to a flat ground edge.

STRAP CUT TER
Rotates open from its framed
housing to safely cut through

fibrous materials with ease.

ABLE LOCK ® MECHANISM
Ambidextrous Bar Lock Enhanced

Lock incorporates superior finish and
geometry for smooth operation and

durable lock bar.

G10 SCALES
Machined from medium textured peel ply G10
offering a fine balance between additional grip
without being overly aggressive. 
Available in solid black or safety orange.OXYGEN VALVE WRENCH

CNC-machined through the G10 
scale as well as the stainless steel 
liner providing years of 
dependable service.

CARBIDE
GLASS

BREAKERSPECS
Blade Length: 3.4”

Overall Length: 8.25”
Weight: 4.7 oz

34760 Opposing Bevel B lack Cerakote Serrated Sol id B lack $199.95

34764 Opposing Bevel B lack Cerakote Serrated Orange $199.95

34770 Sheepsfoot B lack Cerakote Serrated Sol id B lack $199.95

34774 Sheepsfoot B lack Cerakote Serrated Orange $199.95

34776 Sheepsfoot Stone Tumbled Non-Serrated Sol id B lack $179.95

34779 Sheepsfoot B lack Cerakote Non-Serrated Sol id B lack $189.95

  

POCKET CLIP
Reversible tip up carry, stainless steel clip 
allows for right or left handed preference.

SERRATIONS
Partial serrations enable 
additional cutting practices. 


